
Master Data Hub. Get a comprehensive 

360° view of any data domain to drive 

faster, more confident decision-making.

Flow. Build applications and automate 

workflows with low-code technology to 
make digital experiences happen quickly, 
securely, and at scale.

Event Streams. Create high-performance, 
event-driven integrations with guaranteed 
delivery and ordering, at scale and in  
real time.

Boomi AI. Harness the power of generative 
AI to integrate and automate faster, so you 
can democratize innovation and accelerate 

business outcomes that change the future.

Boomi Corporate Overview

Boomi, the intelligent integration and automation leader, helps 
organizations around the world connect applications, data, and people to 
accelerate digital transformation. 

The Complete Platform for Digital Transformation

The Boomi platform helps organizations modernize and automate critical 
processes to achieve business outcomes faster. You get the benefit of 
a single, independent platform that can connect all your systems and 
handle all your data flows, regardless of your technology. With the Boomi 
platform, you can eliminate the time and expense of multiple tools, 
provide consistent user experiences, and get the flexibility to run your 
operations as you choose. 

Integration. Connect applications, 

data, and things faster with pre-built 
integrations and the guidance of over 
200 million crowdsourced integrations 
powered by machine learning.

API Management. Create and configure 
APIs, expose real-time integrations, 
control and govern data access, and 
support the entire lifecycle of APIs in any 

environment effortlessly.

B2B/EDI Management. Modernize  

your trading partner network with cloud-
native integration with your business-to-
business/electronic data interchange (B2B/
EDI) ecosystem while ensuring security, 
compliance, and end-to-end visibility.

Platform services include:

FAST FACTS

Headquarters 
Conshohocken, PA

Founded 
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Customers  
~20,000

Partners  
~800

Certified experts 
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AI-powered integration and automation.
Overcome IT complexity, digital 
fragmentation, and application sprawl. 
Connect everything, everywhere, with  
AI-powered integration and automation.

Cloud-native agility and scalability.  
Business landscapes change. With Boomi, 
you can rapidly and effortlessly scale and 

adapt, ensuring you’re always ready for 
the next opportunity or challenge.

Trustworthy and secure. Advanced 

security features, reporting, governance, 
DevOps practices-testing, version 
management, and CI/CD. FedRAMP-
authorized for enterprise-grade security 
and reliability.

Future-proof. Boomi solutions help you 
future-proof your organization and stay 
ahead of the rapid pace of change.

An Unparalleled Community and Library of Connectors

Connect Everyone to Everything, Anywhere

Boomi aims to make the world a better place by connecting 
everyone to everything, anywhere. The pioneer of cloud-based 
integration platform as a service (iPaaS) and now a category-
leading, global software as a service (SaaS) company, Boomi 
has the most extensive customer base among integration 
platform vendors and a worldwide network of ~800 partners. 
Approximately 20,000 organizations worldwide turn to 
the award-winning Boomi platform to discover, manage, 
and orchestrate data, all while connecting applications, 
processes, and people for better, faster outcomes.  
For more information, visit boomi.com. 

1,500+
Pre-built application 
connectors

300K+
Supported connections  
to applications and  

other endpoints

220K+
Members in the Boomi  

User Community

http://boomi.com

